
  

 

Abstract—In an intelligent decentralized wide area 

surveillance environments which cooperate with each other, 

efficient data deployment strategy is needed for agile integrated 

reasoning. An overwhelming amount of multimedia data with 

event data and feature data is generated continuously by 

surveillance devices such as smart cameras or various sensors. 

Surveillance data contained in them if they are interoperable, 

properly be structured and integrated, can induce useful 

context information. This paper builds a hierarchical 

surveillance data deploy structure and import related data from 

others to annotate data arriving from multiple data source 

devices. The annotation process provides an impetus to the 

improvement of knowledge over time. Proactive surveillance 

data deploying provides the main concepts and properties to 

model a hierarchical area data structure. We define 

management policies helping agent’s reasoning process, discuss 

the design and implementation details of this network and 

compare their performance for the wide area surveillance. 

 
Index Terms—Data deployment strategy, Wide area 

surveillance system, Cooperative reasoning, Multimedia data 

management.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

For the surveillance of the large area, agents built in 

networked RFID sensors, CCTVs and smart cameras explore 

the convergence of the data deploying and streaming 

technologies for multimedia data to collaborate through 

integration of other data such as device profile data, event 

data, biometric data and feature data. Especially, smart 

cameras are embedded systems that can perform on-board 

input analysis and report surveillance data resulted to other 

smart cameras or other varible surveillance components. We 

use the term surveillance data to include audio, video, 

recognized feature data, ontology data and others. Most 

surveillance data transfers take place with the streaming data 

passing through one or more of the agents. The collected 

information, if properly structured, provides an overview of 

the activity in large area and helping making an sagacious 
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decision as reaction. Effective data deploy techniques will be 

critical for the successful deploy of heavy streaming 

multimedia data over the surveillance network.  

This paper describes a framework for the working of such 

a distributed data deploying and management system. 

Distributed agents receiving heterogeneous data from various 

sources have autonomy, collaborate with each other, and do 

ontology reasoning based on distributed knowledge bases.  

In the process of reasoning each agent may process the 

consolidated data for the distributed and autonomous 

reasoning, which is scalable and efficient[1], helps security 

persons by giving appropriate decision or prediction based on 

huge ontology data about situation it gathers.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows, Section 2 

surveys related work of cooperative inference schemes. 

Section 3 describes the adaptive surveillance data 

management technique. In Section 4, implementation results 

are presented and the performance is evaluated. Finally, 

Section 5 concludes.  

 

II. RELATED WORK 

Numerous studies have been carried out on the data 

management techniques in distributed environments. For a 

wide area physical security surveillance, monitoring systems 

are connected to communicate with each other [2, 3, 4, 5].  

Especially [6, 7] dealt with multimedia data which is the most 

interested data format for the surveillance environment. 

However, previous works were mostly based on the ground 

that the distributed nodes in the network have the same 

characteristics, and the data transmitted is standardized and 

intermittent. Our distributed surveillance environment 

consisted of various data source devices, multimedia data is 

generated continuously and analysis should be done in real 

time.  

To increase interoperability and ease merging of 

heterogeneous data, effort for the standardization for 

physical security is done by ONVIF (Open Network Video 

Interface Forum) [8] and PSIA (Physical Security 

Interoperability Alliance) [9]. They define, recommend, and 

promote standards for IP-based security products. Besides 

ISO [10], BSI group [11], other standard organizations enact 

standards for general aspect of physical security. Our 

implemented system tried to meet the requirements of 

industry by providing functions recommended by standard 

organizations. [12] also builds decentralized wide area 

surveillance networks based on ONVIF. They displayed 

information collected in a 3D model of the surveilled data, 

therefore provideing a comfortable overview of the activity 
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in large environments and offering the user an intuitive way 

to interact with network devices. However they do not 

integrate data analysis with reasoning engine and do not 

provide management scheme of large surveillance data. 

Many of existed security surveillance system depend on 

the knowledge annotated by experts[13, 14]. There are few of 

surveillance systems adopting ontology-driven 

technologies[7, 15]. [16] introduces artificial intelligence 

techniques only for the interpretation of objects. [17] uses 

ontology but does not build agents for web of data. 

Furthermore existing wide area surveillance system are 

closed system and do not provide scalability based on 

efficient data deployment.  

For a decentralized surveillance networks management, 

[18] introduces distributed tracking system using ontology 

for cooperation. [19] suggests network buffer management 

which can be generally used , but is not specialized for 

surveillance networks. [20] has dealt with object detection, 

tracking and recognition for multiple smart cameras in small 

area. Many of wide area surveillance networks are closed 

system and do not provide surveillance information as a 

public web services which is suggested in the standard. We 

try to meet the standard and accomplish efficient surveillance 

data management. 

 

III. COOPERATIVE SURVEILLANCE DATA MANAGEMENT 

A. System Framework 

Our framework architecture consists of a hierarchy of 

agents, which contains a number of non-leaf node 

administrative agents and leaf node agents with sensors. It 

consists of national agents at the top, some regional agents at 

the middle level, and many local agents at the second lowest 

level. At the lowest level, data source agents such as agents 

built in smart camera make leaf nodes. 

The servers can communicate each other freely within 

access control permission to perform their own intelligent 

distributed context inference based on their own ontology 

knowledge base integrated with imported ontology data. 

Agents in each server is built and communicate each other 

following the ONVIF standard as seen in Fig. 1.  

 
 (a)  Web Services based deve lopment  pr inciples 

 
 (b)  Video analytics architecture 

Fig. 1. Standard web service configuration recommended in ONVIF [8] 

In our wide area surveillance environment, every agent 

possibly built in smart camera provides web services as 

defined in ONVIF standard. Web services are standardized 

method of integrating applications using open, platform 

independent based on standards such as XML[21], 

SOAP[21], WSDL[21] over an IP network.  

Fig. 1(a) gives an overview of the basic principles for 

development based on web services. The service provider, 

agent in our system, implements the ONVIF services. The 

service is described using the XML-based WSDL given in 

ONVIF specifications. The WSDL is used as the bases for the 

service requester, agent related to administrator in our system, 

implementation. Service requester-side implementation 

should be done through the use of WSDL compiler tools that 

generate stub code that can be used by the requester side 

developer to integrate the web service into an application. 

The web service provider and requester communicate 

using the SOAP message exchange protocol. Although 

SOAP is heavier than general RPC(Remote Procedure Call), 

it is rich and easy to use. 

Fig. 1(b) is shows video analytics architecture from image 

to action. Our inference engine adopts this framework which 

enables a client to contact a device implementing the ONVIF 

for supported analytics modules and the configurations.  

Deploying data in surveillance network has usually a 

hierarchical architecture on top of the hierarchical 

administration organization. These data, often referred to as 

institutional, regional, and national data depending on the 

hierarchy of the administrative agents operating them, is 

integrated with each other so as to infer and deliver 

efficiently the requested result to the users. For distributed 

data, even small agents, with the help of higher level agents, 

can achieve very high hit rate locally, thus reducing 

significantly the bandwidth requirements of the network 

connection and the latency perceived by the users. 

Our system framework assumes a proactive, rather than 

reactive, deploying of data. By proactive deploying, it means 

that the middle level agents cooperate with the master in 

exchanging necessary information on the data size, the 

request rate and so on, enabling the master to fetch and 

broadcast the data before a lower level agents requests it. To 

achieve this goal, the surveillance network is modeled as a 

multi-layered distribution network. The system performances 
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like hit rate, disk space, bandwidth gain of the agents and the 

leaf node source servers, bandwidth for the surveillance 

network, and latency experienced by the users are derived. 

For our experiment, single server with CCTV is 

constructed as seen in Fig. 2. It emulates ONVIF smart 

camera as a testbed. We observe and modify the experiment 

steps and measure the performance metric. 

 
Fig. 2. Single site constitution with CCTV 

B. Data Deployment Scheme Analysis 

For the performance analysis, we specify some features of 

the forwarding data in multi-layered network. We define 

D={1,2,…,|D|} as the whole set of data, and assume that the 

data in D are ranked in the order of their suspiciousness or 

importance. From the well-known results that the probability 

of the i-th data is Zipf distributed, we have the related 

probability function [6, 22]. 

To maintain the freshness and effectiveness of the data, we 

should manage data adaptively. We use the term ‘weight’ of 

data to describe its relative importance as compared to the 

other data as proposed in [23]. The higher the weight, the 

lower is the probability of the clip being replaced. We also 

use a policy based on the size of the objects, in which the 

weight is proportional to the inverse of the size of the data for 

the network bandwidth usage efficiency. Therefore the 

weight w is computed as following, where F is the number of 

times the data is accessed, S is the size of the data and R is the 

time since the last access for the data. The three exponents f , 

r and s are weighting factor. Every agent operates the same 

set of data for some designated suspect, the expression for k  

being the same and independent to the other connected agent 
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where i  is the update interval. The value for f should be a 
positive number, meaning that more frequently accessed data 
is more likely to be found. The value of s can be should be a 
negative number for the efficient use of network bandwidth, 
such that more small data is more likely to be stored. The 
value of r should be a negative number, meaning that more 
recent data is more likely to be stored. If the recentness is 
more important than the frequency, the absolute value of the 
exponent r should be greater than that of the exponent f.  

With the same preference distributions and the same set of 

data, all the subscribing agents have the same hit rate as a 

distributed surveillance environment and multimedia data 

and feature data are produced continuously. If we let the 

probability of data miss according to a Poisson process with 

the same rate to keep the number of data miss in the system 

roughly constant, the probability of having data miss at each 

server, P can be computed as the following Equation (2). 

1
1 (1 )TP e

T





               (2) 

(1 )Te   is the cdf(cumulative distribution function) of an 

exponential distribution. T is the maximum time it takes to 

detect the data miss. We can reduce the data miss probability 

P, with proactive data deploying according to the previously 

calculated w. 

 

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

A. Simulation 

For the performance evaluation, the data miss rate is 

calculated according to the following Equation (3). 

 

)(/))()(( PfwfPfQ             (3) 

 

where f(P) is the amount of the data miss according to the 

Equation (5) and f(w) is the amount of the prefetched data 

based on the Equation (2). The data miss rate diversity with 

the data update interval and the weight threshold is shown in 

Fig. 3. Because other factors such as data rank, size, etc., 

there are many surplus values plotted in the graph. In the 

figure, we show values in regard to the data update interval 

i .  

Our cooperative and proactive data deployment strategy 

shows more performance gain for the short update interval. 

For the adaptive deploying technique, we can raise the 

weight threshold value for the proactive caching. When we 

increase the threshold value, the data miss rate Q decreases 

resulting in better data integration for cooperative reasoning. 
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Fig. 3. The data miss rate diversity with the data update interval and the 

weight threshold 

B. Implementation 

We implemented our cooperative data deploy framework 

for integrating surveillance data with an adaptive deploying 

technique presented in this paper into our distributed 

surveillance system.  

Fig. 4 shows several screenshots of user interfaces. In Fig. 
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4 (a), it shows a web interface with Google map. On the top 

left side of the screen, the user can see the list of surveillance 

servers in its domain. By clicking specific camera name, live 

video from designated camera server can be seen as shown in 

the popup window. On the bottom left side of the screen, the 

user can choose other surveillance area under the user access 

control. On the top right side of the screen, the user can see 

the list of alarming locations. By clicking some specific alarm, 

stored video or the real-time view of the site can be seen 

depend on the characteristics of the event. At the middle on 

the right side frame, we can see the legend for the markers. 

On the bottom right side of the screen, stored video can be 

searched through typed keywords 

In Fig. 4(b), it shows a mobile interface with Google map 

and control plane. They should be switched for small screen 

panel. More functions are under developing. Our system is 

going to provide a highly customizable graphical user 

interface for specifying user-defined policies 

The subject tracking through the communication between 

the independent agent which is monitored through different 

user interfaces, is possible as shown in Fig. 4. They inquire 

feature data for a combined inference through defined 

queries which are conformed to standard and receive related 

trace information. 

 
 (a)  Web interface with Google map 

 

 (b)  Mobile interface with Google Map and camera control plane 

Fig. 4. Subject tracking between several smart cameras 

C. Subject Tracking Scenario 

Most detection and tracking systems that have been 

developed or proposed collect information from multiple 

cameras at a central point in the network. Analysis and 

decision making are centralized. It is responsible for 

establishing tracks and associating measurements from 

different views. As the number of cameras grows, increasing 

demands are placed on the communication system which 

must route information to central system. In order to get 

around this problem, we develop approaches to detect and 

track subject which can be distributed over multiple cameras 

without requiring excessive amounts of communication. It 

must be scalable to allow for deployments that may involve 

thousands of cameras distributed over extended regions and 

must be robust to failure so that the overall system responds 

gracefully when individual cameras are added or removed 

asynchronously. The summarized scenario which only 

contains the key points of cooperation between the cameras is 

shown in Fig. 5.  

 
 (a) Conceptual diagram for tracking 

 

 (b)  Summarized procedure 

Fig. 5. Subject tracking scenario 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we propose a flexible cooperative 

surveillance data deploying scheme which is adaptive to the 

actual device demands and that of its neighbors. We designed 

a large-scale surveillance system framework which complies 

1: Broadcast Search request increasing 

 TTL(Time to Live)   for features of suspect 

 if there is no cached information. 

2: Reply current location with the inference 

 result about the trace of suspect. 

3: Suspect moves. 

4: Send trace command to candidate 

 destination cameras based on the inference 

 result integrated. 

5: Confirm appearance of suspect and request 

 trace  information. 

6: Reply information about location, features 

 of suspect for trace. 

7: Verify the information about the suspect 

 and infer the future scenario and make 

a  decision as reaction. 

8: Update trace information based on the new 

 Surveillance data obtained and send 

 resulted data to cameras related.  
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with the ONVIF specification. The ONVIF specification 

defines a protocol for the exchange of information between 

surveillance devices providing seamless interoperability. We 

use conformity to update and share data in a cooperative way 

on the standard framework. The specification includes device 

discovery, video streaming, metadata and use of web services 

to efficiently provide interoperability between devices. It 

helps better cooperative inference performed at each agent in 

wide area surveillance. 

The system we implemented is composed of smart cameras 

and RFID sensors whose captured video sequences are 

analyzed in its agent and exchange information with the 

neighbor agents. As a user interface, we implemented web 

interface and mobile interface. They provide comprehensive 

views of the monitored environment and offer the user an 

intuitive way to interact with surveillance devices. 

Our project is aimed to cover Gyeonggi province which 

contains over 30 cities. We build test bed in the university 

and apply our data management scheme. Implementation is 

going on to be installed in Gyeonggi province decentralized 

surveillance network environment.   

Simulation studies are conducted to evaluate the 

effectiveness of our flexible surveillance data deploying 

scheme. Based on mathematical derivations, the proactive 

deployment of surveillance data maximizes the reasoning 

engine’s potential for making decisions from operating the 

hierarchical structure distribution. Computational 

experiments investigate how the optimal deployment scheme 

and service policy responds to system parameter changes. It 

shows the efficiency of surveillance data deploying resulted 

in better integrated context inference.  
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